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Abstract

Providing services to rt / rw net users if done manually will consume a lot of time. Currently this service still used conventional methods even though there are applications that can help but still not efficient in providing the needs of the users such as transactions still using paper based vouchers, which will make it difficult for providers to provide time to handle user transactions. Besides that, there are also a problem where potential users of the service find a hard time to contact the provider because lack of knowledge of some of the provider to edit the mikrotik page to inform about their service and themselves to the user. With the problems mentioned, an application is needed that can provide much easier solution namely, “Design and Building Mikrotik Based Billing System and Chatbot as Media Transaction Online”. By making this application, it can provide much better solution for user such as getting information and interacting with the admin by using Chatbot as media and online transaction to make it easier for users to update their packets and admin to process user transaction.
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1. Introduction

Information technology at this time has developed rapidly where current users no longer need to do manual work which takes a long time and is inefficient to get or find the desired information with information technology, information management can be done in a more actual manner and optimal [1]. The RT / RW net business is one of the trends in the development of internet technology which is the same as other internet providers, namely (indihome, biznet and other ISP) where this network provides internet facilities by implementing network tools in various housing or blocks but with a smaller reach. This network usually uses Mikrotik devices in processing users who buy vouchers and providing bandwidth and configuration of each connected device, but in the rt / rw net business there are still some things that are still inefficiently done by
service providers in providing the needs of users who use their services, one of which is namely transactions are still carried out manually, where if the user's internet package has run out, therefore the user must visit the internet provider to buy a new internet package and handle user requests such as filing complaints and potential customers asking about their services, because some who open this service do not Having basic knowledge about html, therefore it will be difficult to edit the proxy page provided according to their wishes to tell potential customers to contact the provider to get information about their services [2] [3]. Apart from that there are also deficiencies in the device section that need license level 5 higher to access the user manager feature for much easier to manage user that connected to hotspot and if the admin forcefully install the user manager package the hardware can’t handle because of the low memory that it got. [4]. Based on the problems that exist in this background, the writer provides a solution with the title “Designing a Mikrotik-Based Website Billing System and Using a Bot Line Messenger as an Online Transaction Tool”. By creating this application will provide as a tool to assist admins in processing and handling service user problems as well as transactions made by service users towards adding points or purchasing internet packages and for bot line messenger as a transaction tool for purchasing internet service packages and online conversation media for users to the admin.

2. Research Method / Proposed Method

In designing a Mikrotik-based billing system and using a bot line messenger as a medium for online transactions, the research method used is the Waterfall method [5], which includes design analysis, program code writing, testing and maintenance. This section will discuss more clearly, namely an overview of system, system design requirement, design interface, design database and testing

2.1 System overview

An overview of system is a process that provides a basic overview of an application that is made to find out what output and input will be processed in the application being made. The following is an overview of the application created [6].

![System overview](image)

Figure 1 System overview

Figure 1 show the system overview that start by the admin access the website then each activity that involve of saving data or changing the status of data will go through the database of the website but each activity that involve the mikrotik hardware will pass through the hardware first through library that it used. Activity that it include that is making mikrotik account, update packets internet user and making new packet internet and from the user side each request that it send will go through the line api that will send the request through web hook to function in the main website to process the data that it need and from this function will send it back to the user.
2.2 Design System Requirement

The design system requirement is to determine the needs of the system and the output and input of data used in the design of this website application, the design of this system will provide a diagram of the use case to provide a functional picture of the system.

Figure 2 Use Case User

Figure 2 shown about how use case of user inside this system that show user can see their profile information like seeing the packets they using, point they have and history transaction they have. For the next three use case user can buy packets internet, buy packets point and request complain to start conversation with admin from that user can send message and retrieve message.

Figure 3 Use Case Admin And Super Admin

Figure 3 shown about how role admin and super admin in this system from seeing the use case above the difference between this two use case is that the super admin can made another admin but from that the role of this two is the same that is manage packet internet or top up, made packets internet or topup, send or retrieve message and confirm request that is confirmation account mikrotik, confirmation packets point and confirmation complain.

2.3 Design Interface
Interface design is something that must be done to create an actual and optimal system from the features previously described. By designing the system, it can provide an idea of how the system will be displayed and how a design will make it easier for users to use this application.

![Design login page and dashboard](image)

Figure 4 Design login page and dashboard

The design of login page website and mikrotik login that can be seen at left image at figure 4, admin have to get through this two page to start using the system and the design of the dashboard interface can be seen at right image at figure 4, this page is a starting page that used for seeing the overview of the activity of user that active using the network and see the traffic status of each active port in hardware mikrotik.

![Design login page and dashboard](image)

Figure 5 Social, use rmanager and web chat

The design of social and user manager can be seen at left image at figure 5, social and use rmanager page is a view of a two feature that used for manage packet point and packet internet as well as for manage request complain that user give and the second image is for web chat page that can be seen at right image of figure 5, for this page it used for when admin start conversation with user that give the complaint request.

![Design login page and dashboard](image)

Figure 6 Design admin manager and login mikrotik
The design of admin manager and mikrotik hotspot can be seen at figure 6, admin manager page is used to manage created admin as well as for creating new admin and the mikrotik hotspot page that can be seen at the right of figure 6 is used for landing page for user to access the network or register to access the network.

### 2.4 Design Database

Database is a collection of data items that are related to one another organized according to a certain schema or structure, which can be recovered quickly and easily [7]. At this stage it aims to display the table required in the system that being designed, that can be seen at figure 8.

![Design Database](image)

Figure 7 Design Database

Figure 7 is the PDM used in this billing system which consists of ten tables, namely account_account, line_complainpengguna, line_topup_profile, line_topup_pengguna, usermanager_member_mikrotik, usermanager_packet_profile, usermanager_server_pembayaran_paket, usermanager_voucher_member_mikrotik, dashboard_laporan_penghasilan, and callbackbot_line_account. Here it can be seen that the tables are related to each other based on the information required by certain tables.

### 2.5 Application Testing

At this stage, two tests will be carried out, namely the application trial by conducting some testing on the website application that has been made to determine the feasibility of the application made and UAT (User Acceptance Test) analysis using a questionnaire to see user respondents using the system that been design.

### 3. Literature Study

The theory uses in this study is from journal and documentation from library that it used to support on building the system.

#### 3.1 RouterOS-api

RouterOS-api is library that design to be use by python programming language that made by the social wifi group, which can be used to visualize the information on the mikrotik device and can add or update data on the mikrotik device by using the commands provided the library provide.

---
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3.2 Mikrotik User Profile.
Mikrotik user profile is a feature from mikrotik that used for to distributed certain of profile that will be used for every user account that been made in mikrotik hardware to manage its upload and download rate limit or set time based off date or bandwidth that the admin give to user account to access the network [8].

3.3 Line messanger api
Line messenger api is an API (Application Programming Interface) owned by line to be used so that other developers can design bots that can serve users who add this bot as friends on the social media line messenger application [9].

3.4 Chabot
Chabot is a system that can reply to messages sent by users. Chabot is composed of two words, namely chat and bot. Chat is communication carried out through written media or messages. A bot is a program that has knowledge that can respond according to commands given. Chabot can provide information quickly and efficiently. Chabot can chat with humans or other Chabot. There are many methods used in Chabot, such as the AIML framework, the pattern-matching method, sentence similarity measurement and other matching methods [10].

3.5 Django Background Task
Django background task it is a library that it used for as a scheduler to update function or namely task for every waiting task in this library it will be saved to the database to the log table and waiting for it turn to run.

3.6 Ngrok
Ngrok is an application that serves to expose local servers to the public network through a secure tunnel. By using ngrok, your local server will be accessible online through the internet. Ngrok application is very suitable for the needs of "Testing" or "Demo" a web without having to deploy to real hosting [11].

4. Result and Discussion
In this section will discuss about several tests that been carried out, namely testing the purchase of point packages, testing web chat, testing of buying internet packages through Chabot's, testing of making single-use vouchers and also using a UAT (User Acceptance Test) analysis using a questionnaire to see user and admin responds using the system.

4.1 Testing Purchase of Point Packages
Purchase of Point Packages is a process that done by new user or old use to add more point to their account to be use for buying internet packages that provide in Chabot by admin. Following figure is a step that used for doing this type of process.

Figure 8 Purchases of Point Packages
Figure 8 shown the process of this feature from left where user will choose the packets point they want that will shown two button each time if they agree to buy the packets that is button to show the point they will buy and second button to choose type of transaction they want that is manual and online.

Figure 9 View of the two type transaction

Figure 9 shown the two type of transaction from the feature, that is online transaction that will guide user to send an image of the transaction to the owner bank account with the nominal that it choose and the manual application will send a transaction code for user to give to the admin and each of this transaction will be seen by admin if it valid or not.

4.2 Testing Web Chat

Web chat is an application that can be accessed through right side bar, this chat application is an application used by admins to chat with users via the admin website regarding problems users have when using this internet service. The following figure is a step that is carried out in this process.

Figure 10 Complain request from user
Figure 10 shown the first step of this feature that is start by user use the tag “[komplain]” to send the complain that it had about the service and this request will shown in website admin too wait for the admin to read it.

Figure 11 View of conversation

Figure 11 shown the conversation when the admin read the request that it send by the user that shown side by side from the chatbot application and the web chat how the message will display and at the right the end image shown the user closed the conversation by using tag “#selesai”.

4.3 Purchasing of internet package

Purchasing of internet package is a process that is carried out by users when they have sufficient nominal of points to buy one of the internet packages available on the chatbot to update their internet packages to access the internet services.

Figure 12 View Status Account

Figure 12 shown the status of packets user right now that it show there’s no packets available right now and it shown the status of the account right now that is “PAKET HABIS” from this view the application guide user to update its packets to use the service.
Figure 13 Purchases of Internet Packages

Figure 13 shown the steps to use this feature that is from the user choosing the internet packets that they want and the application will shown button to confirm the transaction of the packets if the point user have is valid to the nominal that it choose transaction will shown a success message.

Figure 14 View status account from mikrotik and status page

Figure 14 shown side by side view of the new packets that the user bought from the right it shown from the mikrotik view the account packets have been update and the right image shown the status have been update to “active” and the new packet internet have shown with the expired date of the packets from this figure stated that user can access the network now.

4.4 Analysis Result of UAT Testing.

UAT (User Acceptance Test) is a testing process carried out by users with the output of a test result document that can be used as evidence that the software has been received and has met the requested needs [12]. UAT is not really that far difference to questionnaire by giving a questionnaire is done to get responses from users regarding the bot messenger line application that been made, the questionnaire contains 11 questions where the questions consist of a measuring scale starting from level 1 (poor), level 2 (average), level 3 (good) and level 4 (excellent). The questionnaires were distributed and assessed by 14 user respondents who were
obtained through the application of this system in two places. Following table is a result through this testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Result test UAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total score | 0 | 11 | 76 | 57 |
| Percentage score | 0% | 7.64% | 52.77% | 39.58% |

Based on the results of the UAT (User Acceptance Test) which can be seen in table above, it shows that from 14 respondents consisting of 11 questions, it can be seen that the highest value obtained on the measuring scale was 76 points with a percentage of 52.77% which means GOOD,
then followed with a total of 57 points with a percentage of 39.58% which means VERY GOOD, then there are 11 points that were delayed, namely 27 points with a percentage of 7.64% which means GOOD ENOUGH, and then with 0 points with a percentage of 0%, namely LESS GOOD. The conclusion from the UAT results can state that the application is good at delivering existing features and making it easier for users to use this application.

5. Conclusion
The conclusions obtained from the system created are that the tests carried out have stated that the system is capable of providing user needs in this rt / rw net service such as providing one-time use internet vouchers, purchasing point packages, purchasing internet packages and handling chat with experienced users. Problems and apart from that, also getting results from conducting UAT (User Acceptance Test) in two place that is pondok cendana and the dalung permai housing, from the result of this testing stated that the application is capable in helping users interact with network admins and making it easier for users to buy internet package buy transactions online without having to meet the network admin to buy internet packages.
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